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1 Introduction

A fundamental and classical result of Schützenberger [14] says that the class
of star-free languages SF(A∗) is exactly the same as the class of aperiodic
languages AP(A∗). This result was published in 1965 and later extended to
infinite words by Perrin [10] in 1984. We simply write SF = AP when referring
to this result. The class of star-free languages is very robust: it also coincides
with the class FO[<] of languages definable in first-order logic [8]; and this
is the same as the class LTL of languages definable in the linear temporal
logic [7]. The equivalence of these characterizations have been established first
for finite words and then extended to infinite words.

A proof for the equivalence can be conveniently arranged in a cycle. On
this cycle the inclusion AP ⊆ LTL becomes the most difficult one. It is done
in the survey [3] with the concept of local divisors which play a prominent role
here, too.

There is another beautiful characterization of SF(A∗) due to Schützenber-
ger [15], which seems to be quite overlooked. It characterizes SF(A∗) without
using complementation, but the inductive definition allows the star-operation
on languages K (already belonging to the class) if K is a prefix code with
bounded synchronization delay. Since synchronization delay is the main feature
in this approach, the class is denoted by SD(A∗). The notion of bounded
synchronization delay was introduced by Golomb and Gordon [6] and it is an
important concept in coding theory. A proof of SD(A∗) = SF(A∗) can be found
e.g. in the textbook by Pin and Perrin on infinite words [11]. But although the
book is on infinite words, this result is shown for finite words, only.

The extension to infinite words is actually done for the first time in this
paper. This generalization became possible through the technique of local di-
visors, which also simplifies the classical proof on finite words. Our main result
Theorem 1 is slightly more precise than simply stating SD = AP for infinite
words: The extension of SD = AP to infinite words has a very nice explicit
description where the ω-terms are just over star-free prefix codes of bounded
synchronization delay. Moreover, we show that SD = AP can be viewed as
more fundamental than SF = AP in the sense that the classical 1965 result of
Schützenberger and its 1984 extension to infinite words by Perrin are imme-
diate consequences of SD = AP.

We see therefore three contributions in this paper: (1) We considerably
simplify the classical proof SD = AP by using the algebraic tool of a local
divisor. As a byproduct, we show that unambiguous products are sufficient
for defining the class SD. (2) We easily extend SD = AP to infinite words
by the very same proof technique. (3) We establish that SF = AP is an
immediate consequence of SD = AP. This last property can also be seen as an
advertisement for the class SD.
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2 Preliminaries

In the following A means a finite alphabet and A∗ (resp. Aω) denotes the sets
of finite (resp. infinite) words over A. We let A∞ = A∗∪Aω. The empty word is
denoted by 1. The set of nonempty finite words is A+ = A∗ \{1}. The product
of two languages L ⊆ A∗ and K ⊆ A∞ is L ·K = {uv ∈ A∞ | u ∈ L, v ∈ K};
the product is unambiguous if every word w ∈ L · K admits a unique fac-
torization w = uv with u ∈ L and v ∈ K. If K ⊆ A+, then its finite iter-
ation is K∗ = {v1 · · · vn | n ≥ 0, vi ∈ K} and its infinite iteration is Kω =
{v1v2 · · · | vi ∈ K}.

A classical result in formal language theory says that a language L ⊆ A∗

is regular if and only if it is recognizable, see e.g. [12]. The latter means that
there is a homomorphism ϕ : A∗ → M to a finite monoid M such that L =
ϕ−1

(
ϕ(L)

)
. If ϕ is fixed and u ∈ A∗ is a word, we also write [u]ϕ instead of

ϕ−1
(
ϕ(u)

)
= {v ∈ A∗ | ϕ(v) = ϕ(u)}. Thus, if ϕ : A∗ →M recognizes L, then

we can write L as

L =
⋃
u∈L

[u]ϕ

and this union is finite.
A finite monoid M is called aperiodic if there exists some positive integer

n ∈ N such that xn = xn+1 for all x ∈ M . Every submonoid and every
homomorphic image of an aperiodic monoid is aperiodic. A language L ⊆ A∗

is called aperiodic if it is recognized by some finite aperiodic monoid M . The
class of aperiodic languages in A∗ is denoted by AP(A∗). Recognizability for
ω-words is a little bit more technical to explain than for finite words. We give
here a general definition for ∞-words, which applies to the finitary and to the
infinitary case simultaneously, but keeps the ability to distinguish between the
empty word, finite non-empty words, and infinite words, respectively.

Every word u ∈ A∞ can be written either as a finite or an infinite sequence
u = u1u2u3 · · · with ui ∈ A+. We have u1u2u3 · · · ∈ A∗ if and only if the
sequence is finite, and u = 1 if the sequence is empty. The length of the
sequence is an element in N ∪ {ω}. Given a homomorphism ϕ : A∗ → M , we
set

u1u2u3 · · · ∼ϕ v1v2v3 · · ·

if the two sequences have the same length and if ϕ(ui) = ϕ(vi) for all i. A
language L ⊆ A∞ is called recognizable or regular (resp. aperiodic) if there is a
homomorphism ϕ : A∗ →M to a finite (resp. finite and aperiodic) monoid M
such that u ∈ L and u ∼ϕ v implies v ∈ L for all u, v ∈ A∞. If L ⊆ A∞

is regular (resp. aperiodic), then L ∩ A∗ is regular (resp. aperiodic) in the
usual sense. Moreover regular (resp. aperiodic) languages of A∗ in the sense
defined above remain regular (resp. aperiodic) in the new definition. As usual,
AP(A∞) denotes the class of all aperiodic languages in A∞. Similarly, AP(Aω)
contains all aperiodic languages in Aω. We remark that regular languages in Aω

are sometimes called omega-regular or ω-regular. We shall use the following
simple observation.
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Lemma 1 Let L ⊆ A∞ be regular. Then the following assertions are equiva-
lent.

1. L ∈ AP(A∞).
2. There exists n ∈ N such that for all u, x, y, z ∈ A∗ the following two con-

ditions hold:

xunyzω ∈ L ⇔ xun+1yzω ∈ L
x(uny)ω ∈ L ⇔ x(un+1y)ω ∈ L .

3. There exists n ∈ N such that for all u, x, y, z ∈ A∗ the following two con-
ditions hold:

xunyzω ∈ L ⇒ xun+1yzω ∈ L
x(uny)ω ∈ L ⇒ x(un+1y)ω ∈ L .

Proof The language L is aperiodic if and only if its syntactic monoid in the
sense of Arnold [1] is aperiodic, see e.g. [11]. Hence, 1 is equivalent to 2. The
implication from 2 to 3 is trivial. It remains to show that 3 implies 2. It is
here where we use the hypothesis that L ⊆ A∞ is regular. Since L is regular,
its syntactic monoid is finite and it recognizes L. Hence there is some p > 0
such that, for all n large enough, xunyzω ∈ L if and only if xun+pyzω ∈ L,
and x(uny)ω ∈ L if and only if x(un+py)ω ∈ L. The result follows because
by applying the hypothesis p− 1 times, we may conclude that xun+1yzω ∈ L
implies xun+pyzω ∈ L and that x(un+1y)ω ∈ L implies x(un+py)ω ∈ L. ut

The language (aa)∗ is not aperiodic, but (aa)ω = aω is aperiodic. However
we can infer aperiodicity of Kω from that of K∗. The following lemma is
well-known and it belongs to folklore. For lack of a precise reference and for
convenience of the reader we give its proof.

Lemma 2 If K∗ ∈ AP(A∗), then Kω ∈ AP(A∞).

Proof Choose m ∈ N such that xumỹ ∈ K∗ implies xum+1ỹ ∈ K∗ for all
u, x, ỹ ∈ A∗. Let xumyzω ∈ Kω. Then we find a prefix xumỹ ∈ K∗ such that
xumyzω = xumỹz̃ω. It follows that xunyzω ∈ Kω implies xun+1yzω ∈ Kω for
all n ≥ m. This is the first part in statement 3 of Lemma 1.

Now let n = 2m and consider x(uny)ω = v1v2v3 · · · with vi ∈ K+ for all
i ∈ N. By Lemma 1 it remains to show that x(un+1y)ω ∈ Kω. We may assume
u 6= 1. The infinite sequence v1v2v3 · · · defines cut points in the infinite word
x(uny)ω by choosing the positions between vi and vi+1. By gathering factors
vj · · · v` together, we may assume that each factor un contains at most one
cut point. We can write each un = umum such that either the first um or the
second um is without any cut point, and we can apply the hypothesis at all
occurrences of un. Thus x(un+1y)ω ∈ Kω. ut
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3 Local divisors

Let M be a finite monoid and let c ∈ M . Consider the submonoid M ′ =
{x ∈M | xc ∈ cM}. The right-translation by c shifts M ′ to M ′c = cM ∩Mc.
We turn cM∩Mc into a monoid by defining a new multiplication ◦ on cM∩Mc
by:

xc ◦ cy = xcy.

It is straightforward to see that ◦ is well-defined and (cM ∩Mc, ◦) is a monoid
with neutral element c. Moreover, x 7→ xc yields a surjective homomorphism
from M ′ onto (cM ∩Mc, ◦). Thus, (cM ∩Mc, ◦) becomes a divisor of M ; it
is called the local divisor of M at c. As a consequence, if M is aperiodic, then
(cM ∩Mc, ◦) is aperiodic, too. Local divisors were introduced in commutative
algebra by Meyberg [9]. In finite semigroup theory they first appear in [2]
and have been used, among others, in a recent proof of the Krohn-Rhodes
Theorem [5].

Lemma 3 If M is aperiodic and c 6= 1, then 1 ∈M \ cM .

Proof Assume 1 ∈ cM . Then there exists d ∈ M such that 1 = cd. Since M
is aperiodic, we have cn = cn+1 for some n ∈ N. Now, 1 = c · 1 · d = cndn =
cn+1dn = c, a contradiction. Thus 1 ∈M \ cM . ut

Thus for finite aperiodic monoids M and monoid elements c 6= 1 we have
|cM ∩Mc| < |M |.

4 Schützenberger’s class SD

A language K ⊆ A∗ is called prefix-free if u, uv ∈ K implies u = uv. A
prefix-free language K ⊆ A+ is also called a prefix code since every word
u ∈ K∗ admits a unique factorization u = u1 · · ·uk with k ≥ 0 and ui ∈ K. A
prefix code K has bounded synchronization delay if for some d ∈ N and for all
u, v, w ∈ A∗ we have:

if uvw ∈ K∗ and v ∈ Kd, then uv ∈ K∗.

If d is given explicitly, we also say that K has synchronization delay d. Note
that every subset B ⊆ A yields a prefix code with synchronization delay 0. In
particular, the sets B are prefix codes of bounded synchronization delay for
all B ⊆ A.

The intuition behind this concept is the following: Assume a sender emits
a stream of code words from K, where K is a prefix code with synchronization
delay d. If a receiver misses the beginning of the message, he can wait until
he detects a sequence of d code words. Then he can synchronize and decipher
the remaining text after these d words.

We now inductively define Schützenberger’s language class SD(A∞) simul-
taneously for finite and infinite words as follows:
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1. We have ∅ ∈ SD(A∞) and {a} ∈ SD(A∞) for all letters a ∈ A.
2. If L,K ∈ SD(A∞), then L ∪K ∈ SD(A∞).
3. If L,K ∈ SD(A∞) and L ⊆ A∗, then L ·K ∈ SD(A∞).
4. If K ∈ SD(A∞) with K ⊆ A+ such that K is a prefix code with bounded

synchronization delay, then K∗,Kω ∈ SD(A∞).

Note that (unlike the definition of star-free sets) the inductive definition of
SD(A∞) does not use any complementation. The class SF(A∞) of star-free
languages is defined similarly:

1. We have ∅ ∈ SF(A∞) and {a} ∈ SF(A∞) for all letters a ∈ A.
2. If L,K ∈ SF(A∞), then L ∪K ∈ SF(A∞).
3. If L,K ∈ SF(A∞), then (L ∩A∗) ·K ∈ SF(A∞).
4. If K ∈ SF(A∞), then A∞ \K ∈ SF(A∞).

By SD(A∗) we denote the finitary subclass of SD(A∞). That is, SD(A∗) =
{L ∈ SD(A∞) | L ⊆ A∗}. Similarly, SD(Aω) is its infinitary subclass. Also note
that ∅∗ = {1} belongs to SD(A∗) because ∅ is a prefix code of bounded synchro-
nization delay. The language classes SF(A∗ and SF(Aω) are defined similarly.

Example 1 Let B ⊆ A. For every letter c ∈ B we let Bc = B \ {c}. Then
B∗c c ∈ SD(A∞) and B∗c c is a prefix code with synchronization delay 1. Thus
the language (B∗c c)

ω of all words in Bω with infinitely many c is in SD(A∞).
3

Lemma 4 We have SD(A∞) ⊆ AP(A∞).

Proof The class AP(A∞) contains all finite subsets of A∞ and it is closed
under finite union and concatenation, see e.g. [3]. By Lemma 2 it is enough
to show the following claim which concerns only finitary languages: If K ∈
SD(A∗) is a prefix code with synchronization delay d, then K∗ is aperiodic.
By induction we may assume that K ∈ AP(A∗). Hence, by Lemma 1, for some
n ∈ N and all words u, x, y we have xuny ∈ K if and only if xun+1y ∈ K.
Moreover, by the same lemma it is enough to show that xun(d+1)y ∈ K∗

implies xun(d+1)+1y ∈ K∗ for all words u, x, y.
Consider u ∈ A+ and let m = n(d + 1). Suppose xumy ∈ K+. There is

a unique factorization xumy = v1 · · · vk with vi ∈ K. If un occurs as a factor
of some vi, then we are done, because inside such a factor vi we can replace
un by un+1. Therefore, we can assume xu1u2 ∈ K+ for u1u2u3 = um−1 with
u2 ∈ Kd. Since K is a prefix code, we have q = u3uy ∈ K∗. The prefix
p = xuu1u2 of xumy ends with a word in Kd. Note the extra u after x in p.
Thus, by synchronization delay, we conclude p ∈ K∗. It follows that xum+1y =
pq ∈ K+. ut

5 SD equals AP

We consider the general situation for languages in A∞, i.e., we deal with finite
and infinite words simultaneously. Theorem 1 is our main contribution. The
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first part of the proof also yields a simple proof for the corresponding result
SD(A∗) = AP(A∗) over finite words.

Theorem 1 Let L ⊆ A∞. The following assertions are equivalent:

1. L ∈ SD(A∞).
2. L ∈ AP(A∞).
3. L can be written as finite union

L = L0 ∪
m⋃
i=1

LiK
ω
i ,

where Li, Ki ∈ SD(A∗), all Ki are prefix codes with bounded synchroniza-
tion delay, and all products in the rational expressions for L and for each
Li and Ki are unambiguous.

Proof Recall that if K ∈ SD(A∗) is a prefix code of bounded synchronization
delay, then Kω ∈ SD(A∞) by definition. The implication 3 ⇒ 1 is therefore
trivial. The implication 1 ⇒ 2 is the content of Lemma 4. It remains to show
the implication 2 ⇒ 3. Note that for L ⊆ A∗ this means just to show 2 ⇒ 1.

We start with a recognizing homomorphism ϕ : A∗ → M to a finite ape-
riodic monoid. We will also show that the languages Li and Ki appearing in
the expression given by 3 can be chosen from a finite collection of sets which
only depends on the homomorphism ϕ.

Let us denote by ≈ϕ the equivalence relation on A∞ generated by ∼ϕ, and
for each w ∈ A∞ let JwKϕ = {v ∈ A∞ | v ≈ϕ w}. Since L is regular, there are
only finitely many classes JwKϕ. Note that according to our definition of ∼ϕ
and ≈ϕ we have three possibilities: JwKϕ = {1} or JwKϕ = [w]ϕ \ {1} ⊆ A+ or
JwKϕ ⊆ Aω.

We show that for every word w ∈ A∞ there exists a language L(w) ∈
SD(A∞) satisfying w ∈ L(w) ⊆ JwKϕ such that the size of the rational ex-
pression for L(w) is bounded by a function in |M | and |A|; in particular, it
does not depend on the length of w. In addition, if w is a finite word, then the
expression for L(w) does not use terms of the form Kω; and if w is nonempty,
then all words in L(w) start with the same letter. It follows L =

⋃
w∈L L(w)

and this union is finite since there are only finitely many languages L(w).
The construction of L(w) is by induction on the parameter (|M | , |A|) with
lexicographic order.

Let C = {a ∈ A | a occurs in w}. First, suppose |ϕ(C∗)| = 1. If w = 1, we
have L(w) = {1}; if w ∈ aA∗, then we can set L(w) = aC∗; and if w ∈ Aω,
then L(w) = aCω. This covers both cases |M | = 1 and A = ∅. Hence, in
the remainder of the proof we may assume ϕ(c) 6= 1 for some letter c ∈ A
occurring in w. Let B = A \ {c}. We write w = uv with u ∈ B∗ and v ∈ cA∞.
By induction on the alphabet, there exists L(u) ∈ SD(B∗) and it remains
to construct L(v) ∈ SD(A∞). Then L(w) = L(u)L(v), and this product is
unambiguous since the occurrence of the first c is unique. In the remainder of
the proof we therefore assume w ∈ cA∞. We now distinguish two cases: The
word w contains only finitely many occurrences of the letter c or it contains
infinitely many c.
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5.1 Finitely many c

We can write w = uw′ with u ∈ c(B∗c)∗ and w′ ∈ B∞. By induction, there
exists L(w′) ∈ SD(B∞) and it suffices to construct L(u) ∈ SD(A∗) with L(u) ⊆
A∗c. Then we set L(w) = L(u)L(w′), and this product is unambiguous. Define
a new finite alphabet T = {[v]ϕ | v ∈ B∗} and let Mc = (ϕ(c)M ∩Mϕ(c), ◦)
denote the local divisor of M at ϕ(c), see Section 3. Let ψ : T ∗ → Mc be
the homomorphism induced by the mapping [v]ϕ 7→ ϕ(cvc) for [v]ϕ ∈ T .
Next, we define a mapping (substitution) σ : (B∗c)∗ → T ∗ by σ(v1c · · · vkc) =
[v1]ϕ · · · [vk]ϕ for vi ∈ B∗. By definition of the operation ◦ in Mc we see:

ψ(σ(v1c · · · vkc)) = ψ([v1]ϕ · · · [vk]ϕ)

= ψ([v1]ϕ) ◦ · · · ◦ ψ([vk]ϕ)

= ϕ(cv1c · · · vkc).

Hence, for all m ∈Mc we obtain ϕ−1(m)∩c(B∗c)∗ = c σ−1(ψ−1(m)). Thus, we
can set L(u) = c σ−1

(
L(σ(u′))

)
for u = cu′. By Lemma 3, we have |Mc| < |M |

and therefore, by induction on the size of the monoid, L(σ(u′)) ∈ SD(T ∗)
exists. It remains to show that K ∈ SD(T∞) implies σ−1(K) ∈ SD(A∞). This
last step is done by structural induction over the expression for K. For every
v ∈ B∗ there exists a language L(v) ∈ SD(B∗) by induction on the size of the
alphabet. Hence, for every letter t ∈ T we have:

σ−1(t) =

( ⋃
v∈B∗, [v]ϕ= t

L(v)

)
c

and this union is finite. For K,K ′ ∈ SD(T ∗) we have:

σ−1(K ∪K ′) = σ−1(K) ∪ σ−1(K ′),

σ−1(K ·K ′) = σ−1(K) · σ−1(K ′),

σ−1(K∗) = σ−1(K)∗,

σ−1(Kω) = σ−1(K)ω.

Note that σ−1(K) · σ−1(K ′) is unambiguous provided that K · K ′ is unam-
biguous. We still have to verify that σ−1(K) is a prefix code of bounded
synchronization delay, if K has this property. Clearly, 1 /∈ σ−1(K). To see
prefix-freeness, consider u, uv ∈ σ−1(K). This implies u ∈ A∗c and hence,
σ(uv) = σ(u)σ(v). It follows that v = 1 because K is prefix-free. Finally,
let L = σ−1(K) and suppose K has synchronization delay d. We show that
L has synchronization delay d + 1: Let uvw ∈ L∗ with v ∈ Ld+1. Write
v = u′cv′ with v′ ∈ Ld. Note that v′ ∈ A∗c. It follows σ(uv) = σ(uu′c)σ(v′)
and σ(v′) ∈ Kd. Thus, σ(uv) ∈ K∗. We obtain uv ∈ L∗ as desired. This
completes the case where there are only finitely many c. In particular, we can
derive SD(A∗) = AP(A∗) at this point.
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5.2 Infinitely many c

We have w = cw′ with w′ ∈ (B∗c)ω. The substitution σ is extended from
finite to infinite sequences σ : (B∗c)ω → Tω by σ(v1cv2c · · · ) = [v1]ϕ[v2]ϕ · · ·
for vi ∈ B∗. By induction on the size of the monoid, there are languages LT ,
KT ∈ SD(T ∗) such that KT is a prefix code of bounded synchronization delay,
which satisfy:

σ(w′) ∈ LT Kω
T ⊆ Jσ(w′)Kψ .

The languages LT and KT can be chosen from a finite set depending on the
homomorphism ψ : T ∗ → Mc, only. Let L = σ−1(LT ) and K = σ−1(KT ).
By Section 5.1 we know that L, K ∈ SD(A∗) such that K is a prefix code of
bounded synchronization delay. Let L(w) = cLKω; then we have w ∈ L(w).
The product L ·Kω is unambiguous provided that LT ·Kω

T is unambiguous. It
remains to prove cLKω ⊆ JcwKϕ. This is achieved by some trick as done in [2].

Let v ∈ cLKω. Then we have σ(v′) ∈ Jσ(w′)Kψ for v = cv′ and w = cw′.
Hence σ(v′) ≈ψ σ(w′). Since ≈ψ is the equivalence relation generated by ∼ψ,
it remains to show the following claim.

Claim: σ(v) ∼ψ σ(w) implies cv ≈ϕ cw for all v, w ∈ (B∗c)ω.

To see the claim write σ(v) = σ(v1c)σ(v2c) · · · and σ(w) = σ(w1c)σ(w2c) · · ·
with vic, wic ∈ (B∗c)+ such that ψ(σ(vic)) = ψ(σ(wic)) for all i ∈ N. It
follows ϕ(cvic) = ϕ(cwic) for all i ∈ N, see Section 5.1. Thus

cv = (cv1c)v2(cv3c)v4(c · · ·
∼ϕ (cw1c)v2(cw3c)v4(c · · ·
= cw1(cv2c)w3(cv4c) · · ·
∼ϕ cw1(cw2)cw3(cw4c) · · ·
= cw.

This completes the proof of the claim and the proof of the theorem. ut

Corollary 1 We have SD(A∗) = AP(A∗) and SD(Aω) = AP(Aω). Moreover,
every language SD(Aω) is a finite union of languages of the form LKω where
L,K ∈ SD(A∗) and K is a prefix code with bounded synchronization delay.

Proof The first two statements immediately follow from SD(A∞) = AP(A∞)
in Theorem 1. The last property follows by taking L0 = ∅ in statement 3 of
the same theorem. ut

6 SD = AP implies SF = AP

The aim of this section is to show that Theorem 1 can be viewed as more
general than the classic result that star-freeness is equivalent to aperiodicity.
In this sense we would like to propose the thesis that SD = AP is a more
fundamental result in formal language theory than the celebrated result SF =
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AP. We are aware that such a thesis is debatable. Therefore, we spend a few
words to explain the idea.

First, by Theorem 1 we have SD(A∞) = AP(A∞). Hence, SD(A∞) is
closed under complementation and therefore, trivially, SF(A∞) ⊆ SD(A∞).
Thus, in order to establish SD(A∞) = SF(A∞) = AP(A∞) it remains to see
that SD(A∞) ⊆ SF(A∞). For this inclusion in turn, it is enough to prove the
following simple fact.

Lemma 5 If K ∈ SF(A∗) is a prefix code of bounded synchronization delay,
then A∞ \K∞ is star-free.

Proof As K is a prefix code we can write A∞ \K∞ as an infinite union:

A∞ \K∞ =
⋃
0≤i

(
KiAA∞ \Ki+1A∞

)
. (1)

Now, let d be the synchronization delay of K. Then we can write

A∞ \K∞ = A∗Kd(AA∞ \KA∞) ∪
⋃

0≤i<d

(KiAA∞ \Ki+1A∞).

The inclusion from left to right follows from Equation (1). The other inclusion
holds since the intersection of K∞ and A∗Kd(AA∞ \KA∞) is empty. This is
obtained by using the definition of synchronization delay. ut

Several comments are adequate.

Remark 1 The result of Lemma 5 for finitary languages is due to Schützen-
berger [15]. Another proof (which yields a star-free expression for A∗ \ K∗)
can be found in the textbook of Perrin and Pin [11, Lemma VIII.6.5]. 3

Remark 2 We have shown in Theorem 1 that requiring all products to be
unambiguous is no restriction for the class SD; this still defines the same
class of languages. When restricting star-free expressions over finite words
in such a way that all products are unambiguous, then this yields a proper
subclass of languages known as unambiguous polynomials [13,16]. Its algebraic
counterpart is the variety DA, see e.g. [17,4]. In the proof of Lemma 5 this
is reflected by the fact that, in general, the product A∗ ·Kd(AA∞ \KA∞) is
not unambiguous. 3

Remark 3 The proof for SD(A∞) = SF(A∞) = AP(A∞) can be arranged
in a cycle. In this case we would start with Lemma 5 showing directly that
SD(A∞) ⊆ SF(A∞). Next, one uses the classical construction showing that
AP(A∞) is closed under concatenation. This yields SF(A∞) ⊆ AP(A∞). Now,
the final and most difficult step is just the implication from 2 to 3 in Theorem 1.
This concludes the cycle. Note that in this cycle the statement of Lemma 4
has not been used because in a cycle it can be substituted by Lemma 5. 3
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Remark 4 We have just argued that SF(A∞) = AP(A∞) is an immediate con-
sequence of the result SD(A∞) = AP(A∞). We claim that it is however not
equally simple to deduce SD(A∞) = AP(A∞) from SF(A∞) = AP(A∞). In-
deed, the easy part is to see that SD(A∞) ⊆ AP(A∞) or SD(A∞) ⊆ SF(A∞).
But then it remains the hard part which is to show one of the reverse inclu-
sions. 3

Acknowledgements We would like to thank Jean-Éric Pin for bringing the class SD to
our attention and for the proposal that the notion of local divisor might lead to a simplified
proof for SD(A∗) = AP(A∗).
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